Description

Name

A versatile
finesse rod for
small
spinnerbaits,
swim jigs and
weighted jig
heads like
shaky or flick
style baits.
Big brother to
the 90/10 LT
but a bit
heaver for
spinnerbaits,
swim jigs and
up to 1/2oz
finesse style
jig baits.
Ideal for
topwater tail
action baits
and perfect
for horse
head spins
and
scroungers,
due to the
flex of the
backbone
Ideal for
topwater tail
action baits
and perfect
for lipless
cranks, and
med
swimbaits,
due to the
flex of the
backbone
My go to
Jerkbait rod
due to the
length and
versatile
action of both
the tip and
backbone.
SLASH or pop
Jerkbaits

90\10 LT

Handle

Length
7’2”

Lure
Weight
1/81/2oz

Line
Class
612lb

Also great
rod for
panfish
90\10 MED

7’2”

1/45/8oz

815lb

1/43/4oz

815lb

Also great
for fish head
spins
Whopper LT

7’3”

Also great
for whacky
rigging
and
jerkbaits

Whopper
MED

Also great
for small
crankbaits
and
topwater
poppers

Med light/Fast
A rare blank 90%
backbone 10% tip. The
unique tip has a fast return
to neutral for increased
movement of your bait
and increases your
hookset speed
Med/Fast
A rare blank 90%
backbone 10% tip. The
unique tip has a quick
return to neutral for
increased movement of
your bait and increases
your hookset speed
Med light/Fast
Unique blank with a fast
tip and a med light back
bone with thick lower
section to horse in the big
ones

7’3”

3/83/4oz

1020lb

Med Hvy/Fast
Unique blank with a fast
tip and a med back bone
with thick lower section to
horse in the big ones

Also great
for throwing
buzz frogs

Slasher

Power/Action

6’9”

1/45/8oz

1015lb

Med/XFast
A flexible backbone for
SLASHING action and an
extra fast tip for a popping
action

My favorite all
around
flipping rod.
Great for
flipping into
vegetation
with heavy
weights and
jigs.
The ultimate
Texas rig, jig
and swim jig
rod.
Also senkos,
spinnerbaits,
buzzbaits, and
chatterbaits
Lighter
version
Orochi but
built for the
snapping
action of Hair
Jigs.
Also senkos,
bladed bait
like Rage
Blade, small
spoons and
vertical blades
A must for
any flipping
scenario or
dragging 3/4
to 1oz jigs on
deep ledges
This King of
the FL waters
is a must for
any heavy
flipper. Set
this rod up
with a 8.1:1
reel for a
perfect grass
mat punch rig

Beast
Also great
for Texas or
Carolina
rigs, large
spinnerbaits
and spoons
for ledge
fishing
Orochi

7’8”

3/82oz

1225lb

The extra heavy back bone
gives this rod massive
power for flipping large
weights. The fast tip allows
the rod to load during the
flip and increase sensitivity

7’

3/81oz

1020lb

Great for
skipping
docks

Wild Hare

7’

3/83/4oz

1020lb

Also able to
throw A-rigs
and large
spoons

Med/MedFast
Fast tip for increased feel
w/bottom baits and lighter
backbone for loading up to
snap jigs and blade baits
out of the grass or off the
bottom

7’6”

3/8-1
1/4oz

1225lb

Also great
for flutter
spoons and
swimbaits
King Gator

MedHvy/MedFast
Great action on the tip of
this rod with a strong back
bone to get fish out of
cover

Great for
skipping
docks

Gator

XHvy/Fast

7’6”

1/22oz

2040lb

MedHvy/MedFast
Smooth taper from med
fast tip to the med heavy
back bone allows the rod
to stay loaded when
flipping big weights
Hvy/MedFast
Heavy back bone for the
strength to rip a gator out
of the grass. The smooth
transition to the medium
fast tip allows the blank to
load up when working a
heavy punch weight. This
allows you to stay in
constant contact with the
bait

When you
plan to spend
the day
flipping
bushes,
sparse grass
and laydowns
do not go
without the
Flippin stick

Flippin

Made for
medium sized
crankbaits
like: series 3,
3XD, 300’s,
1.5, DT-4-6-7,
little john 50
and MD

Stump
Jumper

7’8”

1/4-1
1/4oz

1220lb

Hvy/Fast
Long 7’8” rod with a heavy
back bone to handle the
heavier weights and cast
them very far. A fast tip for
sensitivity when working
baits on the bottom with
the flex to still throw
lighter baits

7’

3/83/4oz

815lb

Med/MedFast
The med back bone will
load up when throwing
lighter baits so you can
cast them farther and
more accurately. The
medium fast tip has more
flex to allow for a smooth
walk the dog movement,
keeping you in contact
with your bait at all times

7’2”

1/2-1
1/4oz

1020lb

Also small
swimbaits

Also great
for med

Xtra Hvy/Fast
Extra heavy back bone for
getting fish out of cover.
Fast tip for added
sensitivity for the subtle
bites. A little shorter than
the Gator for flipping
tighter to cover

Also great
for small
crankbaits,
Jerkbaits

Digger
Great for
those bigger
crankbaits

1225lb

Also a great
hollow belly
frog rod or
swimbaits

Spook
Perfect for
walking the
dog action or
any topwater
bait

1/2-1
1/4oz

Also great
for heavy
Carolina
rigs, jigs, or
frogs

Carolina Rig
Built for
throwing light
to heavy
Carolina rigs,
jigs, Niko rigs,
heavy
spinnerbaits
for slow
rolling on
ledges

7’3”

MedHvy/MedFast
The medium action
throughout this rod lets it
load up nicely while
casting, giving you a longer
cast. It also loads up while
fighting a fish, this is
especially important on
fish hooked on lures with
treble hooks. This action
can decrease lost fish

7’2”

1/2-1
3/8

1225lb

Hvy/MedFast
The heavy backbone
allows you to throw

like: SK 2.5,
8.0, series 5,6,
LC 2.5, 3.5, fat
little johns

swimbaits

My go to
deep diving
crankbait rod.
At 7’11” its
perfect to
throw any
deep diving
crankbait
under 1 1/4oz
very far

Money
Crank

heavier crankbaits. The
med fast tip loads up to
get you that perfect cast
and acts as a shock
absorber when fighting a
fish hooked on a treble
hook bait. This can
decrease lost fish
7’11”

3/8 – 1
1/4oz

1020lb

The medium action
throughout this rod lets it
load up nicely while
casting the larger
crankbaits for a longer
cast. It also loads up while
fighting a fish, this is
especially important on
fish hooked on lures with
treble hooks. This action
can decrease lost fish

Also great
for med
swimbaits

5XD, series 6
and 6XD,
DT16-20
Finesse
LT/Spin
A versatile
finesse rod
great for drop
shot, flick
shake, and
shaky heads.

MedHvy/MedFast

7’2”

1/81/2oz

612lb

Med light/Fast
The fast tip adds sensitivity
and returns faster to
neutral. Add in the long
length and they both aid in
a better hookset while
using the reel and sweep
method.

Also great
for finesse,
spinnerbaits,
jigs and spy
baiting.
A great pan
fish or trout
rod

Same as the
finesse LT but
a bit heaver
for
spinnerbaits,
swim jigs and
up to 1/2oz
finesse style
jig baits.

Finesse
HV/Spin
Also great
for Texas rig.
Ideal weight
for amazing
action is
3/8oz

7’2’

1/45/8oz

8-15

Med/Fast
Similar action as the
finesse light with a stiffer
backbone for larger baits

